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Abstract: The quality of satellite clock offset affects the performances of positioning, navigation
and timing services, and thus it is essential to the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). This
research focuses on the estimation of BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) real-time precise
satellite clock offset by using GNSS stations located in the Global and Asia-Pacific region based on the
mixed-difference model. The precision of the estimated BDS clock corrections is then analyzed with
the classification of the orbit types, satellite generations, and atomic clock types. The results show that
the precision of the BDS clock offset estimated in the Asia-Pacific for Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
(GEO), Inclined Geosynchronous Satellite Orbit (IGSO) and Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites
are 0.204 ns, 0.077 ns and 0.085 ns, respectively, as compared to those of clock offsets estimated in
globally distributed stations. The average precision of the BDS-3 satellites clock offset estimated in
global region is 0.074 ns, which is much better than the 0.130 ns of BDS-2. Furthermore, analyzing
the characteristics of the corresponding atomic clocks can explain the performance of the estimated
satellite clock offset, and the stability and accuracy of various parameters of the Passive Hydrogen
Maser (PHM) atomic clocks are better than those of Rubidium (Rb) atomic clocks. In the positioning
domain, the real-time clocks estimated in the global/Asia-Pacific have been applied to BDS kinematic
Precise Point Positioning (PPP) in different regions. The Root Mean Square (RMS) of positioning
results in global real-time kinematic PPP is within 4 cm in the horizontal direction and about 6
cm in the vertical direction. Hence, the BDS real-time clock offset can supply the centimeter-level
positioning demand around the world.

Keywords: BeiDou Navigation Satellite System; BDS-3 satellite clock offset; regional solution; atomic
clock physical characteristics; precise point positioning

1. Introduction

With the establishment of the Global Positioning System (GPS), Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) have developed significantly. Currently, the systems with full
constellations in-orbit include GPS, the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS), and the
GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS). The Galileo Satellite Navigation System
(GALILEO) is at the stage of the global networking construction [1–3]. The construction
of BDS in China is divided into three phases, i.e., the BDS-1 system, with a total of two
Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites, was completed in 2000; in 2012, the BDS-2
system, including five GEO satellites, five Inclined Geosynchronous Satellite Orbit (IGSO)
satellites, and five Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites, was completed to provide users
with positioning, timing, speed measurement and short message communication in the
Asia-Pacific; the BDS-3 system, including three GEO satellites, three IGSO satellites, and
24 MEO satellites, was built in 2020, and can provide global users with higher-precision
positioning, navigation and timing services, as well as Satellite-Based Augmentation Sys-
tem (SBAS) and Ground-Based Augmentation System (GBAS) services in the Asia area
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around China [4–6]. The precision of the estimated satellite clock offset is essential to
time synchronization [7], and an important prerequisite for the realization of real-time
Precise Point Positioning (PPP) is the estimation of real-time satellite clock offset. The
popular autonomous driving technology and BDS wide-area augmentation system cannot
be fulfilled without the support of real-time clock offset corrections [8].

Precise clock estimation is the foundation of GNSS application in both engineering and
science [9,10]. Clock parameters and orbit parameters are estimated together in the process of
satellite orbit determination, which suffers from a large number of estimable parameters, and
the data processing period is usually too long to be applied to high-precision real-time clock
offset estimation. Therefore, satellite clock offset is usually estimated separately by fixing
satellite orbits, earth rotation parameters, station coordinates, etc. in current studies. This
method, thanks to the improvement in the calculation efficiency and reduction of the number
of parameters, can estimate the precise satellite clock offset in real-time. Hauschild et al.
proposed a GPS satellite clock offset estimation algorithm by processing the un-differenced
range and carrier-phase observations of the global network, and the accuracy of calculated
satellite clock offset was 0.20–0.43 ns [11]. Zhang et al. presented an efficient clock estimation
approach efficiently and accurately generating a 1 Hz clock by combining un-differenced
(UD) and epoch-differenced (ED), and the clock estimation accuracies were within 0.1 ns [12].
Huang et al. proposed a new method that can automatically detect outliers and clock jumps
in real-time and thus has an eximious performance [13]. Chen et al. presented a modified
mixed-differenced (MD) approach for estimating GPS, BDS, Galileo and GLONASS real-time
clock offset, and except for the BDS GEO satellites, the Standard Deviations (STD) of the
four-systems clock offset are approximately from 0.1 to 0.4 ns [14].

A huge number of related research has focused on BDS satellite clock offset, for
instance, estimating real-time clock offset or analyzing the physical characteristics of the
atomic clocks [15]. Fu et al. presented a sequential least squares method for estimating BDS
real-time satellite clock offset, and the STD of the estimated clock is 0.17 ns [16]. Kuang et al.
developed an uncombined model for the estimation of a BDS-3 multi-frequency real-time
clock, and the STD of the double-differenced clock was generally less than 0.05 ns [17]. A
series of research on the physical characteristics of atomic clocks show that the quality
of BDS-3 atomic clocks is greatly improved compared with BDS-2, but the clock offset
and frequency of BDS-3 still exist jumps, and the frequency drift varies in range from
−2 × 10−18 to 2 × 10−18 s/s2 [18]. About 70% of BDS-3 positioning solutions are within
0.7 m at 10 min thanks to the improvement in the BDS-3 atomic clock stability [19].

Most of the achievements on the BDS precision clock offset estimation focus on using
the global network; however, the local area network is rarely involved. This is because the
local area network is limited by the regional observation environments, and the overall arc
observation of satellites is not as good as that of the global tracking network; therefore, the
accuracy of the clock offset is affected. However, stations are not sufficient to observe BDS
compared with other GNSS systems among the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) stations,
hence studying the calculation of BDS satellite clock offset is significant in the use of the
local area networks. The observation data in the Asia-Pacific is used to calculate the BDS
regional real-time clock offset in this article. Then, this study compares the accuracy of clock
offset estimated in the Asia-Pacific with that of the global region to analyze the accuracy
and performance of the clock offset regional calculation. More importantly, starting from
the characteristics of the atomic clocks, this article analyzes the performance of BDS clock
offset calculation, which compensates for the defect that the existing research rarely deals
with the other potential reasons for the fluctuation of BDS clock offset accuracy.

In this manuscript, we estimated the BDS real-time clock offset using the MD model
based on the global and Asia-Pacific observation data, taking the advantages of the UD
model and the ED model into account. The MD model not only introduces the initial
deviation as a datum to improve the accuracy, but also improves the computational ef-
ficiency. Efficient estimation of real-time satellite clock offset is achieved without fixing
clock deviation, and the estimated BDS clock offset is compared with the precise clock
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product of Geo Forschungs Zentrum (GFZ) to evaluate the quality of the estimated BDS
clock offset by using the quadratic difference method. Furthermore, the parameters of the
BDS space-borne atomic clock are obtained by fitting the GFZ post-processing precise clock,
and the calculation quality of the BDS real-time clock offset is explained by analyzing the
characteristics of atomic clocks.

The remaining chapters of our research are as follows: In Section 2, the existing
clock offset estimation models and their advantages and disadvantages are introduced,
as well as the comparison between the models. The clock offset estimation results of
global/Asia-Pacific BDS satellites are analyzed, and the accuracy achieved by each orbit
type satellite is counted in Section 3. Subsequently, by fitting the precise clock product of
the GFZ analysis center, the physical characteristic parameters of the satellite clock offset
are obtained to explain the solution of the real-time estimated clock offset. Thereafter, the
positioning accuracy of kinematic PPP is evaluated in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions
are summarized.

2. Methodology
2.1. Un-Differenced Approach

The UD method estimates the precise clock offset using the ionosphere-free phase,
pseudo-range observations, fixing satellite orbits and precise station coordinates [12]. The
errors such as phase center deviation, earth solid tide, phase rotation and relativistic effects are
corrected by the empirical models. The corresponding observation equations are as follows:

vLc(i) = t̃r(i) − t̃s(i)+M(i)dtrop(i) + N + lLc(i) (1)

vPc(i) = t̃r(i) − t̃s(i)+M(i)dtrop(i) + lPc(i) (2)

where vLc is the residuals of the ionosphere-free carrier phase, and vPc is the residuals
of the pseudo-range observations, respectively; i is the epoch; and t̃r and t̃s are receiver
and satellite atomic clock parameters, respectively; M and dtrop(i) represent the mapping
function and Zenith Total Delay (ZTD) parameter; N represents the ambiguity of the
carrier phase observations; lLc and lPc are the difference between the observation and the
geometric distance.

The UD model retains the ambiguity parameters, which can provide convenience for
subsequent dual-difference ambiguity resolution and satellite hardware delay deviation
estimation. However, it must estimate several parameters due to the existence of ambiguity,
which is computationally inefficient.

2.2. Epoch-Differenced Method

The ED model eliminates the ambiguity parameters by making differences between
two adjacent epochs, which greatly improves the calculation efficiency because of the
reduced number of estimable parameters [20]. The observation equations for estimating
epoch-differenced phase and undifferenced range are as follows:

vδLc(i)= δt̃r(i) − δt̃s(i)+δM(i)dtrop(i) + δlLc(i) (3)

vδPc(i)= δt̃r(i) − δt̃s(i)+δM(i)dtrop(i) + δlPc(i) (4)

where δ represents the difference operator. The ED model eliminates the ambiguity param-
eter in the observation, leaving differenced clock and differenced ZTD of the two adjacent
epochs. The clock offset between epochs must be accumulated to obtain clock correction.
About δt̃(i), there is

t̃(i)= t̃(i0) +
i

∑
j=i0+1

δt̃(j) (5)

The accumulated clock correction can be estimated accurately despite the clock offset
change, which is the deviation of the clock offset δt̃(i0

)
at the start epoch i0.
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However, the data utilization of this method is inefficient, and the ED model gener-
ates relative clock offset. Therefore, obtaining the required satellite clock offset needs to
introduce an initial datum, which is unlikely to be accurately obtained, and thus there will
be a certain deviation. Meanwhile, making a difference between epochs will increase the
correlation of the observations.

2.3. Mixed Differenced Model

According to Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the ED method has fewer parameters to be estimated
and is efficient and timely, which can achieve the real-time 1 Hz clock. However, the
introduced initial satellite clock offset inevitably contains deviation. The initial bias for each
clock can be sufficiently determined by the UD pseudo-range observation [20]. In this paper,
the method combining the ED carrier phase difference and the UD range observations can
accurately estimate the clock variation and clock deviation.

According to Equations (1)–(4), the observation equations of epoch-differenced phase
and un-difference range can be obtained as follows:

vδLc(i)= δt̃r(i) − δt̃s(i)+δM(i)dtrop(i) + δlLc(i) (6)

vPc(i) = t̃r(i) − t̃s(i)+M(i)dtrop(i) + lPc(i) (7)

Starting from epochs ir0 and is0, the clock correction values t̃r(i) and t̃s(i) in Equation (7)
are replaced by Equation (5).

vPc(i)= δt̃r(i) − δt̃s(i)+M(i)dtrop(i) + t̃r(ir0) − t̃s(is0) + lPc(i) +
i − 1

∑
j=ir0+1

δt̃r(j) −
i − 1

∑
j=ir0+1

δt̃s(j) (8)

The last three terms of Equation (8) are expressed as lpc(i), and clock offset is replaced
by epoch-difference value, it becomes

vPc(i)= δt̃r(i) − δt̃s(i)+M(i)dtrop(i) + t̃r(i) − t̃s(is0) + lPc(i) (9)

The ED method can precisely estimate the clock variation and ZTDs by using Equation (6).
At the meantime, the range observations need to be corrected during data processing, in order
that the subsequent solution only retain the initial clock biases. Substitute the clock change at
epoch i into the accumulated clock difference, and obtain from Equation (8) as follows,

vPc(i) = t̃r(ir0) − t̃s(is0) + lPc(i) +
i

∑
j=ir0+1

∆t̃r(j) −
i

∑
j=is0+1

δt̃s(j)+M(i)dtrop(i) (10)

After replacing last four terms by l̃Pc(i), Equation (10) becomes

vPc(i) = t̃r(ir0) − t̃s(is0) + l̃Pc(i) (11)

To sum up, two steps of the data processing are estimating the ZTD parameters and
clock variation using the ED of Equation (6), and estimating the initial clock bias using the
UD of Equation (11).

The MD method takes both advantages of ED and UD into account, which not only
improves the calculation efficiency, but is convenient for users to implement. However, the
stability of the model might be affected by factors, for instance when satellites rise or set.
Continuous satellite observations are required in the initialization of the clock offset. Only
when the initial clock offset converges to the accuracy of the range observations can it be
used to calculate clock offset. Once the observation is interrupted, the clock offset requires
re-initialization, and with regard to the frequency of the re-initialization is related to the
observations of each satellite for the station on one day. In addition, both the distribution
of stations and the quality of the observation data as well as the geometry of satellites
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have a certain influence on the estimate of the clock offset. Under the circumstance of
reasonable spacing of observation stations, the estimated clock offset will achieve satisfying
accuracy if there are massive observation stations with uniform distribution and good
satellite geometry.

2.4. Efficiency of Different Models

Due to the huge estimable parameters, the real-time clock cannot reach the 1 Hz update
rate using the UD model. The ED model can eliminate a mass of ambiguity parameters,
and the calculation is efficient. However, the introduced initial satellite clock offset exists
deviations. The MD model combines the characteristics of the two models. Therefore, as
long as appropriate hardware and global stations are selected, the MD model can fully
attain the increasing parameters of BDS-3 satellites or other GNSS systems to estimate
real-time clock offset. Figure 1 shows the comparison between the number of stations and
the number of estimated parameters.
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Figure 1. Efficiency of different models.

Figure 1 shows that the number of parameters of the UD model increases significantly
with the increase of the number of stations and therefore the corresponding efficiency
decreases. The number of parameters of the ED model increases not obviously, and it
is relatively steady and efficient with a small increment. Currently, many countries are
developing their own navigation systems and establishing corresponding stations, and
therefore the number of stations is increasing. The MD model will improve the efficiency
of multi-system and large-scale stations, and thus is a very suitable choice for estimating
the real-time clock.

3. BDS-3 Satellite Clock Offset

In this chapter, the clock offset involved in Sections 3.1–3.3 are all real-time clock
offsets, while only Section 3.3 uses the precise clock product because it can reflect the
physical characteristics of the satellite atomic clocks. Section 3.3 aims to further explain the
estimation quality of real-time clock offset in Sections 3.1 and 3.2

3.1. Data and Strategy

In order to analyze the feasibility of the estimation model for real-time precise clock
offset in the global region and the Asia-Pacific, this experiment estimates two sets of clock
products for comparison. The time range is from Day of Year (DOY) 214 to 243 in 2021.
A total of 209 and 81 BDS stations are selected in the global and Asia-Pacific regions,
respectively, and the distributions are shown in Figure 2.
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within the red rectangle).

Table 1 shows the data processing strategies of this experiment as follows:

Table 1. Estimation strategy of real-time clock offset.

Parameter Strategy

Observations UD range and ED phase
Cut-off elevation 7◦

Observation weights Elevation-dependent weight
Intervals 1 s

Earth solid tides IERS conventions 2010 [21]
Ocean tides IERS conventions 2010 [21]

Phase wind-up Corrected [22]
Satellite PCV uncorrected

GEO satellite PCO IGS14.atx [23]
IGSO/MEO satellite PCO ESA Mode [24]

Receiver PCV/PCO IGS14.atx
Relativistic effects Correct

Reference clock Receiver with stable atomic clock (e.g., PARK)
Adjustment model Square root information filtering [25]

Ephemeris Ultra-rapid ephemeris of GFZ

Tropospheric delay Saastamoinen model [26] + GMF mapping
function random-walk process [27]

Satellite/Receiver clock Estimated as white noise
Station coordinates Fixed

To analyze the impact of satellite generations and atomic clock types, the information
of the current BDS satellites in orbit is listed in Table 2, including system generations
(BDS-2, BDS-3), orbit type (GEO, IGSO, MEO), satellite pseudo random noise code (PRN),
and atomic clock type (Rb, PHM). This experiment involves BDS-3 with a total of 17 PHM
atomic clocks and 12 Rb atomic clocks, and all 15 BDS-2 atomic clocks are Rb atomic clocks.
Table 2 shows the satellites’ detailed information.
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Table 2. Detail information of BDS satellites [28].

Satellite Generations Orbit Type PRN Clock Type

BDS-2
GEO C01 C02 C03 C04 C05

RbIGSO C06 C07 C08 C09 C10 C13 C16
MEO C11 C12 C14

BDS-3

GEO C59 C60
PHMIGSO C38 C39 C40

MEO
C19 C20 C21 C22 C23 C24 C32 C33 C36 C37

C45 C46 Rb

C25 C26 C27 C28 C29 C30 C34 C35 C41 C42
C43 C44 PHM

3.2. Estimated BDS-3 Clocks

The fixed GFZ orbit is used to obtain the real-time satellite clock offset, and the
quadratic difference method [29] is applied to analyze the real-time BDS clock offset with
the GFZ precise clock product. The STD is calculated every day to evaluate the accuracy
of the estimated real-time clock offset [30]. This experiment selects C25 as the reference
satellite for the clock offset estimated in the global to make a difference because of its stable
performance, while the reference satellite for the clock offset estimated in the Asia-Pacific
comparison is selected according to the principle of the longest visible arc. Figure 3 shows
the daily scatter plot of the estimated clock offset accuracy, which can roughly reflect the
calculation situation of each satellite every day.
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From Figure 3, we can see that most clock offset results estimated in the global are
more concentrated than that of the Asia-Pacific. The reason that the clock offset results
estimated in the Asia-Pacific are slightly dispersive is due to the fewer regional stations,
the shorter arcs involved in the calculation, and the poor continuity of the observation data.
For more comparison and convenient statistics, the calculation results of each BDS satellite
in DOY 214–243 are averaged to obtain the accuracy of multiple days, as shown in Figure 4.
The satellite number marked as bright cyan indicates the BDS-2 satellites, while the satellite
number of BDS-3 satellites are presented in black.
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From Figure 4, we can see that the accuracy of the BDS IGSO and MEO satellite clock
offset estimated in global are within 0.2 ns. The same goes for the clock offset estimated in
Asia-Pacific. The clock offset estimated in both areas have single-day results over 0.2 ns in
Figure 3, which is related to the quality of observations. The overall clock offset accuracy of
BDS-2 GEO satellites are worse than that of BDS-3. The GEO satellites of the BDS system
are synchronous fixed-point, and the layout and design are to support the short message
service of BDS-3. Therefore, the value of the clock offset estimation and other research
aspects are less important.

The C05 clock offset result is worse than other GEO satellites because the clock offset
had no results from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in DOY 237, and an obvious leap occurred at
12:30 p.m. The leap has a great impact on the processing of the subsequent data. There was
no orbit data for about half an hour on that day in the IGS multi-system broadcast ephemeris
either, and there was a significant leap before and after the interruption. In addition, this
problem caused the GFZ precise clock file of DOY 237 to be ineffective, while this problem
did not exist on other dates. From this point of view, the broadcast ephemeris not only has an
impact on this experiment, but also on the products of the GFZ Analysis Center.

The estimation accuracy of satellite clock offset for each orbit type in Global and
Asia-Pacific is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. BDS-2/3 clock offset accuracy statistics of various orbits in Global/Asia-Pacific (unit: ns).

Orbit Type Global (BDS-2/BDS-3) Asia-Pacific (BDS-2/BDS-3)

GEO 0.171 (0.207/0.083) 0.204 (0.243/0.106)
IGSO 0.072 (0.076/0.064) 0.077 (0.079/0.072)
MEO 0.082 (0.126/0.075) 0.085 (0.103/0.082)
Mean 0.093 (0.130/0.074) 0.102 (0.138/0.082)

According to the statistics results of the experiment in Table 3, the BDS clock offset
are stabilized and satisfy the accuracy requirements except for BDS-2 GEO satellites. The
average accuracies of estimated satellite clock offset of three orbit types with GEO, IGSO,
and MEO in the Asia-Pacific area are 0.204 ns, 0.077 ns, and 0.085 ns, respectively, which can
achieve a comparable accuracy of 0.171 ns, 0.072 ns and 0.082 ns with the globally estimated
satellite clock offset. The GEO clock offset has the worst calculation results among those
three orbit types. IGSO and MEO satellites’ clock offset are pretty good compared with
GEO. This is because IGSO and MEO satellites have superior geometry than GEO satellites.
Because of the distribution of GNSS stations and the duration of valid observation data,
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the accuracy of the clock offset estimated in the Asia-Pacific is slightly worse than that of
the global.

As can be seen from Figure 1, the number of calculation parameters rise with the in-
creasing stations. Combining the above calculating result of the clock offset, the calculation
parameters in the Asia-Pacific are less than that of global estimation. The Asia-Pacific clock
estimation is equivalent to the global with less calculated time. It can not only reduce the
time required for the solution calculation, but also satisfy the demand of the precise clock
offset. The average accuracy of the BDS-3 satellite clock offset is generally better than that
of the BDS-2. The reason is that the BDS-2 satellites were launched earlier, and the aging
hardware would lead to the instability characteristics of the satellite atomic clock. However,
PHM clocks installed on BDS-3 satellites have better performance. The following section
will analyze the atomic clock parameters in detail.

3.3. Characteristics of BDS-3 Atomic Clock

The new generation BDS-3 satellites include two types of atomic clocks, namely new
Rb and PHM clocks. In order to analyze the reasons for the unsatisfactory calculation
of several satellite clocks offset, we use the quadratic polynomial model to fit various
parameters of BDS precise satellite clock offset to reflect the physical characteristics of
atomic clocks, and the equation of polynomial model is as follows [31]

Ci= b0 + b1(ti − t0) + b2(ti − t0)
2 + εi, i = 1, 2, 3 . . . , n (12)

where the coefficients b0, b1, b2 are obtained by fitting the precision clock using the polyno-
mial, and b0 represent the phase, b1 represent the frequency, and b2 represent the frequency
drift. εi is the fitting residual; n is the number of clock epochs; Ci is the clock data.

The globally estimated satellite clock offset has sufficient data as compared to that
of the Asia-Pacific, and thus this paper selects the former dataset to study and analyze
the physical characteristics of satellite atomic clocks. In the following, GEO satellites are
presented in red, IGSO satellites in blue, and MEO satellites in green. The Rb atomic clocks
are marked in orange, and the PHM atomic clocks are marked in manganese violet.

3.3.1. Phase Series

The phase series of each BDS satellite atomic clock are obtained by fitting the precision
clock as shown in Figures 5 and 6. It can be seen that the phase series of BDS satellite atomic
clocks jumps in some periods.
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Figure 6. Phase series of BDS-3 satellites.

Both BDS-2 C04 and C05 jump, while the BDS-3 satellites and other BDS-2 satellites
are stable. It can be seen that C21, C22, C23, C24, C37 Rb atomic clocks own the nonlinear
phases series, while the phases of PHM atomic clocks are all linear trends. That means the
PHM clocks show good long-term continuity. The primary cause of phase jumps is that the
ground control station actively adjusts the phase to guarantee the time synchronization
error between the satellite and the station within a predetermined threshold. However, the
continuity of satellite atomic clocks will be disrupted by these phase adjustments.

3.3.2. Frequency Series

Figures 7 and 8 show the frequency series of the BDS satellite atomic clocks. It can
be seen that the frequency jumps or the slope changes in some periods, which affect the
service performance and continuity of atomic clocks. The slope of the frequency series will
not change after active frequency adjustment. If the slope of the frequency series changes,
it can be inferred that the onboard atomic clock has switched between the master and the
backup clock.
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Figure 8. Frequency series of BDS-3 satellites.

Most of the frequency changes of BDS-2 clocks are in the range of 0~1 × 10−11. The
frequency series of C05 and C06 have a lot of discrete points, and this may be one of the
reasons for not being well estimated. C14 has large fluctuations in some periods, which
may be because the accuracy of their clock products is low, and only a few stations can
track C14. Therefore, C14 is not as stable as other satellites.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that the variation range of the BDS-3 clocks frequency
series is basically within the range of 0~0.6 × 10−11, which is smaller than that of BDS-2.
BDS-3 clocks are stable with concentrated frequency series. When the frequency of C21
changes, the slope of the corresponding phase also changes in Figure 6. The purpose of
frequency adjustment is to control the time deviation between the satellite atomic clock
and the BDS system within a range so as to avoid the gradual increase of the time deviation
caused by the frequency drift of the satellite atomic clocks, which would affect the user’s
service performance.

3.3.3. Frequency Drift Series

The frequency drift series for BDS clocks are shown in Figures 9 and 10, and they
maintain on the order of 1 × 10−18, varying from −7 to 7 × 10−18. The frequency drift
represents the aging rate of the atomic clocks.
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Figure 10. Frequency drift series of BDS-3 satellites.

The frequency drift series of BDS-3 are more stable than that of BDS-2 and are basically
in the range of −2~2 × 10−18. Frequency drift series of C10, C11, C13 are more concentrated
than other same-type satellites. The dispersion of the frequency drift series of BDS-3 satellite
atomic clocks are smaller than that of BDS-2, and the distribution of BDS-3 is obviously
more concentrated and converging to zero than that of BDS-2. Due to the aged satellite
hardware, the frequency drift series of BDS-2 satellites have some fluctuations, while BDS-3
clocks do not fluctuate significantly. This can indicate that the BDS-3 atomic clocks have
a slower aging rate and the hardware of BDS-3 is more suitable for long-term service.
Meanwhile, PHM atomic clocks are more stable than Rb atomic clocks.

3.3.4. Residual and Fitting Precision

The fitting precision is evaluated by calculating the RMS of the residual. Figures 11
and 12 show the residual series of the BDS clocks by fitting the second-order polynomial.
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Figure 12. Fitting residual series of the BDS-3 satellites.

As we can see from Figures 11 and 12, the BDS atomic clocks have a good fitting
result, which is within −3~3 ns. However, the residual series of C14, C21, C30, C41 are
inconsistent. The unsatisfactory fitting residual may be due to the quality of the clock
product or the physical characteristics of the clocks. In order to compare and analyze the
performance of different clock types, including BDS-2, BDS-3, Rb and PHM, the RMS of
fitting residuals is calculated separately, as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. RMS of BDS clocks fitting residuals of different types.

The results are consistent with Sections 3.3.1–3.3.3. The fitting performances of BDS-3
atomic clocks are better than that of BDS-2 atomic clocks, which reflects that the satellite
atomic clock carried by BDS-3 has better performance and is more stable than that of BDS-2.
Simultaneously, the fitting result of the PHM clocks is much better than that of the Rb clocks,
which indicates that the PHM atomic clocks are stable and can be fitted more accurately.
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4. Kinematic PPP Validation
4.1. Positioning Data

Based on the clock estimations above, kinematic PPP was performed to test the
positioning performance of the estimated clock offset in different areas by using the ultra-
rapid ephemeris of GFZ. The ambiguity adopted float values, and other details of the
kinematic PPP strategy is the same to the clock offset estimation strategy (see Table 2).
The observations from DOY 225–231 were processed. Positioning errors of each epoch are
calculated by fixing coordinates as references. 12 IGS multi-GNSS stations are selected for
the positioning experiments. The distribution of these stations is listed in Figure 14.
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The number of available BDS satellites varies in different areas, and its global distribu-
tion is shown in Figure 15.
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From Figure 15, we can see that the number of available BDS satellites in the Asia-
Pacific is larger than that in other areas. In Asia and Australia, the visible number of BDS
satellites is greater than 18, which is significantly higher than that in other areas. Only parts
of Africa, Europe and Antarctica can observe more than 15 BDS satellites, and most of the
Americas has less than 15 satellites, and thus the visibility of BDS satellites is not as good
as in the Asia-Pacific region. The reason is that GEO and IGSO satellites mainly cover the
Asia-Pacific region.

4.2. Kinematic Positioning Results

The convergence is defined as the positioning deviation of horizontal directions and
the vertical direction within 10 cm for 20 consecutive epochs, and the RMS of positioning
deviation after the convergence of kinematic positioning is regarded as the positioning ac-
curacy. The clock offset estimated in the global and Asia-Pacific is used to participate in the
kinematic PPP, and some representative positioning results are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
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It can be seen from Figures 16 and 17 that the BDS positioning results fluctuate in the
U direction and are not smooth as in the N and E directions, and the overall positioning
results using the regional clock offset are not as steady as using the global clock offset.
Among regional positioning experiments, several station positioning results jump in some
epochs because the BDS clock offset estimated in Asia-Pacific is incomplete continuity, and
the clock offset involved in positioning is less than the clock offset estimated in global.

It is worth noting that the accuracy is obtained by averaging one week PPP results,
and Figure 18 shows the specific positioning accuracy. For the convenience of comparison,
the six stations in the picture below correspond to the six stations on the left side of the
above picture, all of which are in the Asia-Pacific.
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Figure 18 shows that BDS kinematic PPP results of global stations can achieve an average
accuracy of 2.3, 3.6 and 5.9 cm in the N, E and U directions, which is satisfying for global
kinematic positioning users. The kinematic PPP accuracy of stations in the Asia-Pacific, which
involved the estimated clock offset in global and Asia-Pacific, is 1.9, 2.7, 4.9 cm and 2.2,
2.9, 5.2 cm in the N, E and U directions, respectively. The reason that the kinematic PPP
results calculated by the Asia-Pacific estimated clock offset perform better than the clock
offset estimated in global is that the BDS positioning accuracy in the Asia-Pacific is better
than global mean accuracy, which is calculated by averaging the results of all stations. The
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globally estimated clock offset is still slightly better if we only consider the PPP results of
the stations in Asia-Pacific. The kinematic PPP convergence time of stations in global and
Asia-Pacific is 36.49 min and 43.13 min, respectively. The main reason for the long convergence
time of positioning in the Asia-Pacific is the small volume of clock offset data estimated in
the Asia-Pacific. However, the performance of BDS Asia-Pacific estimated clock offset in
kinematic PPP in Asia-Pacific is comparable to that of the globally estimated clock offset,
which can provide reliable and high-quality services for users.

5. Discussion

According to the results, both the clock offset estimated in Asia-Pacific and global have
good agreement with the precise clock product provided by the GFZ analysis center. Less
stations but more BDS satellites are used in the estimation of clock offset in Asia-Pacific
compared with the estimation of clock offset in global, and the accuracy that can be achieved
of the former is slightly worse than that of the latter. The two sets of clock products have
the same regularity that the accuracy of both MEO and IGSO satellites clock offset are
equivalent and better than that of GEO satellites; in the meantime, overall BDS-3 satellites
perform better than BDS-2 satellites. This work fills the gap of the clock offset estimated
in the local area network. From a new perspective, the physical characteristic parameters,
which represent the stability of atomic clocks, are obtained by fitting the corresponding
precise clock offset to analyze the estimation results of the clock offset. The results show
that the characteristics of the PHM atomic clocks are more stable than those of the Rb, and
in the Rb atomic clocks, the BDS-2 satellites are not as good as those of the BDS-3. The
positioning results by applying different clock offset products present that the Asia-Pacific
is able to achieve a comparable positioning accuracy to the global. Both the accuracy of
clock offset and positioning are almost equally matched with those of previous studies.

However, the regional estimation of satellite clock offset is discontinuous, as it has to
cope with the satellites’ rise and set and faces a smaller number of observations than that of
global, which has the same impact on positioning, because it does not contribute as much
compared with the global solution. In addition, there may be a certain lag in the analysis
of the real-time clock offset solution by using the precise clock offset, since the situation can
only be understood after the precise clock offset corresponding to the real-time clock offset is
released. While generating the real-time clock offset, only the existing precise clock offset can
be used to analyze the effect of the atomic clocks on it, but this may not be consistent with the
state of the atomic clock that generated the real-time clock offset. Thinking in the opposite
direction, we can roughly infer that the state of the atomic clock is defective when we do not
find the exact reasons for the unsatisfactory results of the real-time clock offset estimation after
analyzing various factors, and thus we can understand the atomic clock in advance.

6. Conclusions

This paper estimates the BDS real-time clock offset based on the MD model by using
the observations of MGEX stations distributed in global/Asia-Pacific and evaluates the
performance of the BDS atomic clocks. Then, two sets of clock offset are applied to kinematic
PPP in different spatial scales, and the positioning performance of BDS is analyzed. The
conclusions can be obtained from the research results of this paper as follows:

(1) The calculation accuracy of the BDS satellite clock offset estimated in Asia-Pacific is
0.102 ns, which can achieve a comparable accuracy of 0.093 ns with the globally estimated
satellite clock offset. Regardless of the clock offset estimated in global or Asia-Pacific, the
calculation accuracy of BDS-3 in all orbit types is better than BDS-2.

(2) In terms of the characteristics of BDS satellite atomic clocks, PHM clocks perform
stabler than Rb clocks, and the BDS-2 atomic clocks are not as good as the BDS-3 due to
aged hardware. In fact, several BDS-2 satellites have been in service for more than a decade,
which explains why the estimated satellite clock corrections are unsatisfactory.

(3) The positioning accuracy of BDS-3 global kinematic PPP in the N, E and U directions
can reach an average of 2.3, 3.6 and 5.9 cm, respectively, and the positioning accuracy of
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the stations in the Asia-Pacific using the clock offset estimated in Global/Asia-Pacific is 1.9,
2.7, 4.9 cm and 2.2, 2.9, 5.2 cm in the N, E and U directions, respectively. This illustrates
that BDS-3 can provide reliable and stable positioning results.

The BDS-3 satellite clock offset estimation model implemented in this research is real-time
and fast calculation and can obtain high-precision clock offset, which can provide high-precision
and all-weather positioning and navigation services in the Asia-Pacific and global.
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